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The principles of E-CAL: Energy Calibration

are derived from an expanded understanding of Ohm’s Law.

The information on how Ohm’s Law is effecting every aspect of your life

can be attained by exploring Ohmslaw.ca

The preparation for personal growth has three steps.

The first two can be found at Seniorthinktank.ca

Step One: You must understand that the process growth requires changes you.

If you are not prepared for those changes you will fail at every endeavour.

What that change looks like is covered in the book... Realizing Your Potential.

Step Two: You must understand why you are not already doing it.

The source of your current inaction is covered in the book...

Overcoming The Path Of Least Resistance. 

Step Three: Use E-CAL to calibrate your energy to The Law regulating flow.

E-CAL and its corresponding tools can be found in the book 

Ohm’s Law Of Life:

The Terms And Conditions Of Existence.
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Do the activities of your life

seem like a bunch of plates

you are trying to keep spinning?

Do you constantly worry

about how long

you can maintain everything

before it all comes crashing

down around you?

Do you feel like your life

is just one big wheel

with days blurring into weeks

as the years of your life slip away?
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Does life feel like

a constant struggle,

or futile exercise 

that never ends? 

Do you even know

what mountain you are

trying to climb

and why you are doing it? 

Do you feel like

you are in charge of your life?

Do you know who you are?

Do you know what you are?

Do you know why are you here?

Do you know what you want?

Do you have a plan?
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Our philosophy is...

If the entire universe is energy

and matter is simply concentrated energy,

than The Law governing energy

must be governing everything.

Let us show you how...

There is a Secret Order that lays hidden behind

everything that happens in the world.

It is The Divine Pattern that is....

Cause, Effect, Result.

Problem, Reaction, Solution.

Resistance, Current, Potential.

E-CAL
Energy Calibration

Ohm’s Law Of Life:
The Terms And Conditions

Of Existence.

Your User Agreement.
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Everyday, all over the world,

you can hear people say...

“I am trying to reach my Potential”

“I never established my Potential.”

“If circumstance had been different

I could have Realized My Potential.”

Potential and Resistance are two of the most

over and miss used worlds in the world...

But what are they?

What do they really mean

and what do they have to do with each other?

E-CAL is an expanded understanding of Ohm’s Law Of Resistance.

Ohm’s Law is the law that explain the relationship between

Potential Difference, Current and Resistance.

Released in 1827 Ohm’s Law forever changed the planet.

Without it electricity can not be delivered over a distance

and electrical devices can not be powered.

In 2001 researchers for Seniorthinktank.ca began applying Ohm’s Law

to fields of study other than electricity.

By doing so many tremendous discoveries were made.

The E-CAL system is the result

of applying Ohm’s Law to “experience”.

Let us show you how the same formula that allowed electricity to be delivered

also holds to key to Realizing Your Potential.
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Do you know how to set goals and prioritize actions?

Do you know what the seven aspects of your life

that require focus are?

Do you actually know what FOCUS is

and how it relates to Potential and Resistance?

Most people have some aspect of their life

that they would like to change.

But, are you actually willing to change?

The majority of people willing to change, fail; because

no one has explained the rules of change to them!

Are you willing to move or will you spend your life

only thinking about change?

A dream  without a plan is just a wish.

A plan with a deadline becomes a goal.

Taking the necessary actions and pushing through

all the obstacles the plan requires manifests goals into reality.
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Do you want more out of life?

Are you ready to start moving in a new direction?

The advanced understanding of Ohm’s Law

is the real reason why you do what you do.

Would you like to take the first step

toward learning what Ohm’s Law requires of you?

It is only by getting in tune with Ohm’s Law

that you can realize your Potential

and change your circumstance.
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E-CAL does not tell you what to do. It tells you why life is the way it is

and what you will be required to do to Realize Your Potential.
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Have you ever looked around

your community and wondered...

Why do so many people refuse to move?

Is that person someone you know?

Is it you?

Life is a dance of energy.

Would you like to learn the steps?

Are you willing to move?

There is a gift that lies at the end of the Resistance path.

It is the increased Potential that only comes

from doing things exactly as

Ohm’s Law Of Resistance demands.

Let Seniorthinktank.ca Show You How.

What Exactly Is E-CAL?
E-CAL  Energy Calibration is not

a “Secret Of Success” Program.

E-CAL tools work like a tuner

that harmonizes you with

the Natural Law regulating activity

and Expansion Of Potential.

Participants use E-CAL to refocus actions

so they can realize objectives

and achieve their goals.

 

You Can’t Succeed In Life

If You Don’t Know The Rules.

Will You Act?

Do You Have A Plan?

Do You Want More?
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